pool

The Pool circular lamps range of products allows
obtaining highly scenographic compositions fully
exploiting the simplicity of the circle, the architype
shape homogeneously filled and highlighted by the
light. Though it comes with a practical design, Pool
surprisingly arouses emotions.
Materials
Aluminum body
Opaline polycarbonate diffuser
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Ekipe Sporting Center | Catania, Italy
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pool range

_C

_S

20 W

20 W

CRI 80

3000K
3500K
4000K

3000K
3500K
4000K

Optics

General

General

Electronics

On/Off

On/Off

Ø 13.9 in
Finish
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Furnishing with light
Light technology meets design precision.
Visual comfort finds its most rational form,
exploiting the simplicity of pure geometry to
create a scenographic effect.

Low thickness

Application flushe
with the ceiling
Perfect light
homogeneity

Multiple installation
Pool offers a range of products capable of
meeting any project needs; irrespective of
the type of installation required (recessed,
surface of suspension) the body is fully
concealed from view, while the slim
polycarbonate diffuser offers low luminance,
which translates into a soft and comfortable
light; or even more it creates a striking light
circle, in the version with perimeter circle.

Low thickness for
flushed installatio

Perfect light
homogeneity

Controlled emission
The opaline polycarbonate diffuser guarantees
full control of the light emission, thus allowing
to combine and direct the photons emitted
by the light source without lenses or filters.
Visually, the effect is cosy, the light appears
soft and well diffused.
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Note: Source lumens shown
Pool_C | Recessed lights | topLED | Driver remote | 20W 500mA
ON/OFF - CRI 80
14

E62931

3000 K

2730 lm

W

3500 K

2730 lm

T

4000 K

2925 lm

N

General

00

Ø 13.9
4.9

0.5/0.8

Power supply options (remote only)
ECO30W-500

SOLO50W-500

SOLO100W-500

0-10V EldoLED ECOdrive
30W for 1 fixture

0-10V EldoLED SOLOdrive
50W for 1-2 fixtu es

0-10V EldoLED SOLOdrive
100W for 1-4 fixtu es

Pool_S | Ceiling Lights | topLED | Driver remote | 20W 500mA
ON/OFF - CRI 80
E62911

3000 K

2730 lm

W

3500 K

2730 lm

T

4000 K

2925 lm

N

General

00

Ø 13.9
Ø 8.1
4.5

3.4

Power supply options (remote only)
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ECO30W-500

SOLO50W-500

SOLO100W-500

0-10V EldoLED ECOdrive
30W for 1 fixture

0-10V EldoLED SOLOdrive
50W for 1-2 fixtu es

0-10V EldoLED SOLOdrive
100W for 1-4 fixtu es
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Collestrada | Perugia, Italy
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